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What  we  know  about  irony 
→ the most complex type of figurative language 

→ traditionally: the opposite of an utterance’s literal meaning3   

→ comprehension requires second order theory of mind4:  

 

 

       

                          

 

→ an abundance of pragmatic theories 

→ experiments help us learn about comprehension processes 

→ the role of developmental studies 

”You won’t get it unless you’re bilingual, kid”  
ON IRONY COMPREHENSION IN POLISH MONO- AND POLISH-ENGLISH BILINGUAL CHILDREN 

What we do NOT know 
 

→ when do children begin to understand verbal irony? 

→ when do children master irony comprehension? 

→ are there any critical periods? 

→ which types of irony are basic and which are complex?  

→ are bilingual children more apt at understaning irony?  

→ do social factors (gender, status, etc.) influence one’s 

comprehension and perception of irony?  

 

Experimental stimuli 
→ 40 contexts with comments (20 literal; 20 ironic) 

→ situations familiar to children 

→ speakers have the same status  

→ all comments have similar form and length 

→ 4 questions to each target string, probing: 

1. surface/ context comprehension  

 Was Sebastian quick? 

2. Theory of Mind/ speaker belief  

 Does Peter think that Sebastian was quick? 

3. speaker intention 

 In his comment, Peter: A. wanted to deceive Sebastian;  

 B. wasn’t speaking seriously; C. made a mistake; D. none of the above 

4. speaker attitude/ irony perception   

 How do you think Peter was behaving towards Sebastian? 

P r e t e s t 
→ originally: 51 Polish contexts 

→ pretest: 5-point Likert ironicity scale; 200 adult speakers of Polish 

→ only the most salient 40 sets remained [<1;2> υ <4;5>] 

→ translated into English & checked by 2 professional translators and 5 natives 

→ both conditions (PL and ENG) recorded with proper ironic intonation8 
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Conclusions 
 

→ young bilinguals are not better at understanding irony than their monolingual peers  

→ the bilingual advantage kicks in at an older age (a statistically significant result) 

→  children tend to have a negative perception of irony 

→ older bilingual children are not just better at understanding irony, but also seem to be more 

apt at identifying and labelling it 

→ further analyses needed (esp. gender differences and differences in irony perception 

among adolescents) 

→ possible applications: teaching methodology (pragmatics) and language rehabilitation  

 

Irony comprehension 
 

→ Three components analysed together: 

- context, ToM, and speaker intention (''was not speaking seriously'' instead of 

''made a mistake''/ ''wanted to deceive''/ ''none of the above'') 

→ YOUNGER GROUP 

- no significant difference in how mono- and bilinguals understood irony (47,7% and 

60,7% respectively; F=0,085, p>0,05; t-test for two independent groups, N=30) 

→ OLDER GROUP 

- bilingual children understood significantly more ironic stims (60%) than did 

monolingual children (32,5%);  F=4,04, p<0,05 (t-test for two independent groups, 

N=28)  

→ Theory of Mind results: no significant difference in the performance of mono- and 

bilinguals (for both age groups; 2 t-tests for two independent groups);  

- in the older group, bilinguals’ performance slightly better than monolinguals’   

- further analysis will demonstrate whether this difference increases with age 

→ data from further age groups are being analysed  

Procedure 
→ auditory presentation of stims 

→ after exposure to each target string, 

participant answers 4 questions 

→ visual aids used  

→ participants tested individually (younger 

children) or in groups (older children, 

teenagers and adults), at schools 

P 

S intends  

S thinks that 

me to know that 

Set Type TYPE OF SPEECH ACT 

Assertive Directive Commissive Expressive Declarative 

1 CONTEXT Peter and Sebastian were to go to the cinema. When Sebastian was very slow and couldn’t leave the house on time, Peter said: 

IRONIC ”You are a really quick 

person” 

”Go on and have some 

coffee” 

”I’ll make you some 

coffee” 

”Good that you don’t 

want us to be late” 

”I declare you the 

quickest man”  

LITERAL ”You are really slow 

with it” 

”Move on, or we’ll be 

late” 

”I’ll go and buy the 

tickets” 

”Sad that we’ll be late 

because of you” 

”I declare you the 

slowest man” 

Data analysis 
→ a series of t-tests 

(age, gender, status, utterance type) 

→ 5 - 2 - 4 - 2 - 2  ANOVA  

→ factors: 

- type of speech act 

- utterance type (ironic x literal)  

- age 

- language of the test 

- factor (mono x bilingual) 
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